FACT SHEET

INTRODUCING OZO...
Simplicity with a twist, a lively locale and a great sleep
experience is what OZO promises its guests. Created
around a simple core concept of less frills and more control,
it offers on-the-go guests quality services that count and
amenities they actually want, enabling them to maximize
their time on the road.
WHAT IS NEARBY?
With its beachfront location, OZO Chaweng is conveniently
located on one of the most attractive stretches of Samui
coastline, but still only a short stroll from the buzz of
Chaweng. With a choice of high octane, culturally rich or
keeping it simple activities, Samui offers everything, from
cabaret bars to gourmet dining, watersports to sun
worshipping, or jungle trekking to mangrove cruising.
GETTING THERE
OZO Chaweng is just 15 minutes drive from Samui
International Airport or 30 minutes’ drive from Nathon Pier.
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OZO SNOOZE ZONE
O 208 guestrooms - a comfortable haven for quality sleep.
Room categories include Sleep, Dream and Dream Space
O Quality bed with pillow top mattress
O IPTV System
O Complimentary Wi-Fi internet access
O Multimedia connectivity panel with HDMI, USB and audio
connections
O Black-out curtains
O Coffee/tea making facilities
O Electronic safe and hairdryer
O Bathroom with shower cubicle
O Breeze Spa amenities
OZO SPACES
O Spot - reception for speedy paperless check-in
O Tone - fitness room
O Splash - swimming pool
O Talk - meeting room with capacity up to 12 persons
O Connect - web bar and information lecterns providing
both destination and pre-set content
OZO FOOD & DRINK
O EAT - all-day dining restaurant serving the OZO breakfast,
Boost to kick-start your day
O Stacked - a contemporary new restaurant concept
open daily from 4pm for late afternoon cocktails,
dinner and evening entertainment
O Pool Bar
O Beach Bar
O EAT2GO - grab and go counter
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